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Provision of a prediction system allowing for

management and optimization of snow in Alpine ski resorts
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PROSNOW: concept and challenges

Snow management is critical in a 
context of significant variability and long 
term decline of the mountain snowpack

How to better anticipate at the scale of the season ?
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WHAT
The PROSNOW project ambitions to build a demonstrator of a meteorological and 
climate prediction system from one week to several months ahead applied to snow
management, with a seamless approach specifically tailored to the needs of the ski 
industry. 

WHY
This novel climate service holds significant potential to increase the resilience of 
socio-economic mountain stakeholders and supports their real-time climate change 
adaptation potential.

HOW
PROSNOW will apply state-of-the-art knowledge relevant to the predictability of 
atmospheric and snow conditions, then develop products well beyond state-of-the-art 
operational tools.

PROSNOW: concept and challenges
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PROSNOW: the consortium

The project proposes an Alpine-wide system (France, Switzerland, Germany, Austria and 
Italy) bringing together

•research institutions for remote sensing, meteorological forecasts, seasonal predictions and 
snowpack modeling,
•providers proposing high-tech solutions for snow monitoring and management,
•ensemble of 8 representative resorts.
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PROSNOW: the consortium

Scientific partners

Private companies

Ski-resorts
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Let’s get started !

Remotely-sensed data

PROSNOW: workflow

Weather and seasonal
prediction products

Local
measurements

Snowpack
modelling

The predictability of snow conditions depends:

�on meteorological predictability (need for downscaled meteorological forecasts, from
daily to seasonal)

�on current snow conditions (need for data assimilation)

�on actual snow management practices (need for improved snow modelling)
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PROSNOW: workflow

Use in-situ data from resorts

Downscale
meteorological/seasonal

forecasts

Feed snowpack models to 
simulate snowpack evolution

with and without
snowmaking

Provide post-processed
information to intermediate

or final end-users
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Let’s get started !PROSNOW: meteorological/seasonal scales

Seamless integration
of several short and long term

forecast products
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PROSNOW: first results

Several possible
representations
of uncertainty

Snowpack model
driven by

a numerical weather prediction 

Snowpack model
initialized with

an observed snow height value

TIME SCALE:
Simulations driven by

a combination of different 
forecast products
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PROSNOW: first results

Scenario-based approach to infer the probability range of
consequences of daily tactical choices:

•to produce or not
•where and how much

• to groom or not
• to open or not

SPATIAL SCALE:
Spatialization over

a pertinent granularity
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PROSNOW: structure and next steps

IMPLEMENTATION OF ALL COMPONENTS
Work is in progress to assemble all scientific components necessary to generate the 
predictions, and evaluate them using previous winter seasons (hindcast).
Note that the Virtual Alpine Observatory (AlpenDAC) is a candidate option for hosting
scientific data supportive of PROSNOW publications (need for actual testing ASAP).

ASSESSMENT OF THE DEMAND
Local working groups combing local stakeholders (ski resorts managers, tourism offices, 
etc.) and project partners aim at better identifying socio-economic needs (content and 
visualization options), actual demand, willingness to pay etc. which are key to develop
the business model of such a new climate service. Feedback from external experts is
also sought (Users Advisory Board, first meeting April 19 in Grenoble – Mountain Planet).

TECHNICAL IMPLEMENTATION
Technical implementation of the platform and demonstrator will target streamlining into
existing process management tools (e.g. snowmaking control software), in order to  
maximize dissemination and uptake of this novel form of information. Industrial partners
and feedback from pilot ski resorts are key for the success of this part.
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Thank you

www.prosnow.org

@PROSNOW_EU

Thank you
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